At the Speed of Lies
by Cindy L. Otis
YF Otis
Amid multiple kidnappings of kids and her classmates, high school junior Quinn Calvet tries to find out what's really happening amid an uptick in bullying and crazy conspiracy theories.

The Changing Man
by Tomi Oyemakinde
YF Oyemakinde
When students at her new boarding school begin acting strangely, Ife wonders if these incidents are connected to Nithercott’s decades-old legend of the Changing Man and teams up with two classmates to discover the truth.

Manslaughter Park
by Tirzah Price
YF Price
When her beloved uncle dies in an accident, aspiring artist Fanny finds evidence of foul play, drawing her into London’s high society where a surprising twist of fate forever changes her life as she seeks justice.

The Rosewood Hunt
by Mackenzie Reed
YF Reed
When her grandmother dies suddenly and her fortune goes missing, Lily and three other teens are sent on a treasure hunt around Rosetown that becomes more dangerous than she ever could have imagined.

Rook
by William Ritter
YF Ritter
Abigail, the mortal bridge between the human and supernatural world, works to solve the disappearances of magical beings while also dealing with her visiting parents, who want to take her back to England.

These Deadly Prophecies
by Andrea Tang
YF Tang
When her boss, the infamous fortuneteller Sorcerer Solomon, is murdered after predicting his own brutal death, Tabitha, a prime suspect in the crime, must place her trust in his son to find the real killer and prove her innocence.

The Picture Visitors
by Christina Wolff
YF Wolff
When a painting is stolen from a London mansion, Vincent, who can jump into paintings, decides to track it down with Holly, who has the same talent.

My Flawless Life
by Yvonne Woon
YF Woon
Known as a fixer, but unable to fix her own life after her politician father ruins everything, Hana is hired to expose the dark secrets of her supposedly flawless classmates at the elite private school she’s attending in Washington, D.C.
**The Inheritance Games**  
by Jennifer Barnes  
YF Barnes  
When a teenager inherits vast wealth and an estate from the richest man in Texas, she must also live with his surviving family and solve a series of puzzles to discover how she earned her inheritance.

**Take**  
by Jennifer Bradbury  
YF Bradbury  
When her father goes missing, Cara is led to the Cascade Mountains while trying to track him down, where she uncovers a hidden secret that spans generations, forcing her to navigate through time, lost stories, and love to save her family.

**The Only Girl in Town**  
by Ally Condie  
YF Condie  
When every single person in her small town of Lithia disappears, July finds her only chance at finding them is through a series of objects, each a reminder of the people she loves most.

**Wander in the Dark**  
by Jumata Emill  
YF Emill  
When teenager Amir is accused of murdering Chloe, he and his half-brother Marcel set out to prove his innocence and discover that in a city as old as New Orleans, the right family connections can bury even the ugliest truths.

**The Legacies**  
by Jessica Goodman  
YF Goodman  
Nominated as Legacies to gain power and wealth beyond imagination, four Excelsior Prep seniors and a scholarship kid from Queens find everything jeopardized at the Legacy Ball—a killer party that exposes all their secrets.

**The Grimoire of Grave Fates**  
by Hanna Alkaf  
YF Grimoire  
This collection of stories follows 18 students at the Galileo Academy for the Extraordinary as they each try to solve the murder of a professor.

**Threads That Bind**  
by Kika Hatzopoulou  
YF Hatzopoulou  
Using her abilities as a private investigator, Io works at the right hand of the infamous Mob Queen to solve a string of murders, but when her sister shows up with her suspect, her investigation turns personal.

**The Reappearance of Rachel Price**  
by Holly Jackson  
YF Jackson  
Bel’s mother, who disappeared 16 years ago, reappears while a documentary about her case is being filmed. Not buying her mom’s story, Bel must uncover the real reason she is back from the dead.

**The Other Lola**  
by Ripley Jones  
YF Jones  
Cam and Blair agree to help high school freshman Mattie prove the girl claiming to be her sister Lola, who mysteriously disappeared five years ago, is an imposter.

**Kill Her Twice**  
by Stacey Lee  
YF Lee  
In 1930s Los Angeles Chinatown, the Chow sisters, May, Gemma, and Peony, suspect foul play in the death of Chinatown star Lulu Wong and try to solve the murder—revealing a conspiracy that threatens their Chinatown neighborhood.

**Seven Faceless Saints**  
by M.K. Lobb  
YF Lobb  
As a murderer stalks Ombrazia’s citizens, Rossana teams up with the boy who broke her heart to find an unholy killer in a corrupt realm ruled by unjust and terrifying saints and their disciples.

**Dark Parts of the Universe**  
by Samuel Miller  
YF Miller  
While playing an app-based adventure game, Willie, his brother, and their friend stumble upon a dead body, and a much deeper mystery about their small town is unlocked.